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QUESTION: 55
Which of the following statements is TRUE?

A. REORGCHK automatically run stables reorganization.
B. REORGCHK uses only current table and index statistics.
C. REORGCHK can only be used for user tables, not for system tables.
D. REORGCHK can be used to verify the level of data fragmentation and indicate
whether reorganization might be required.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 56
Which statement about the db2move command is TRUE?

A. The LOAD actions can be run from a client machine.
B. Object ownership cannot be changed after a successful schema copy operation.
C. Tables containing GENERATED ALWAYS identity columns can be imported or
loaded.
D. Loading data into tables containing XML columns is only supported for the LOAD
actions.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 57
An HADR environment has two standby databases - one principal and one auxiliary. What
is the only mode that can be used to transfer data to the auxiliary standby?

A. SYNC
B. ASYNC
C. NEARSYNC
D. SUPERASYNC

Answer: D

QUESTION: 58
Which statement about the DB2_BCKP COMPRESSION registry variable is TRUE?

A. It does not apply to table space backups.
B. It specifies the compression mode to use for DB2 backups.
C. It only has effect when applied to a database in which all tables have been compressed.
D. If set, backup images created with the BACKUP command are automatically
compressed.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 59
Where does the DB2 Problem Determination tool (db2pd) get information from?

A. DB2memory sets
B. the db2diag.log file
C. Monitoring table functions
D. A set of pre-defined event monitors

Answer: A

QUESTION: 60
Which tool can be used to get database design recommendations based on SQL statements
stored in the database package cache?

A. db2pd
B. db2dart
C. db2expln
D. db2advis

Answer: C
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